Hinge adaption for different TrayUnits
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HINGE ADAPTION FOR DIFFERENT TRAY UNITS

New Fiber Tray:
The new „Hinge patchcord arm support“ is snapped to the Patchcord arm. It stays horizontal even if the Fiber Tray is hinged down.

1. The Fiber Tray cassette snaps into the TrayUnit
2. The Patchcord arm is supported during the complete slide length

Step 1

Dismounting Hinge:
1. Place the complete FiberTray as shown on desk
2. Pull up the left side of the hinge 90° by shifting it up
3. Push the complete shifted hinge set in this position to the right side until
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### Step 2

**Retrofitting of the new hinge version to the old one:**

1. Place the assembled hinge as shown on desk
2. Pull up the left side of the hinge 90° by shifting it up and then to the left so that the parts are no more connected
3. Attach the old part with a 90° angle to the other part. Pull it right and down so that both parts are together again.
4. The complete hinge can be mounted to the Fiber Tray again

---

It is no more fixed to the cassette